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,4 THE PAPER COLUMN
IY 1 	by Peter Huntoon

$20 FRN Back Plate 204
and

Other Late-Finished Plates

A group of out-of-sequence plates was used to print
early small notes, and the plates are identified in
O'Donnell's catalog as "trial" plates. These are listed in
Table 1 and share one common characteristic. Each has
plate numbers comprised of numerals that measure 4
mm high (macro size) yet the number itself belongs in
the range of plate numbers normally assigned the
earlier 2mm high (micro size) numerals.

O'Donnell speculates that these were "trial" plates
prepared to test the new numeral size. In this scenario,
these plates were the first macro plates made for their
respective denominations and classes.

The Paradox

What always bothered me was that these plates were
used much later than the in-sequence micro plates. In
other words, why didn't $20 "trial" back plate 204 go to
press about the same time as micro plate 205 which was
first used in 1936? Instead, 204 was saved until 1944,
well after $20 macro plates were first used on Feb. 7,
1941.

I found the answer to this puzzle in records at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing last summer. $20
back plate 204 was no "trial" or experimental plate at
all.

It was simply a plate begun in 1936, but never finished
until 1944 (see Table 2). When it was finally completed
in 1944, macro numerals were being used so its assigned
number — 204 — was engraved onto it using the then-
standard 4mm size.

Quite obviously the other plates in Table 1 owe their
origin to the same circumstances. The dates associated
with their printings offer conclusive proof that this was
indeed what happened.

This alternative explanation for their origins does not
detract from their uniqueness or oddity. I believe that
they have great numismatic significance, just a
different tale to tell.

Records for 204

A complete record exists for $20 back plate 204, and it
is reproduced on Table 2. Plate 204 was begun on Dec.
21, 1934 along with plate 205. However, 205 was
finished on Jan. 4, 1935, and went to press between
April 1936 and April 1937, finally being cancelled on
April 27, 1937.

Whole No. 100

$20 back plate 204. The plate was started in 1934,
completed in 1944, and used until 1946. Backs
from this "late finished" plate are matched with
FRN Series of 1934, 34A and 34B faces, including
the 1934A Hawaii's. Photo courtesy of Tom
Conklin.

In contrast you can see from Table 2 that 204 sat
around for some ten years before being finished. It was,
of course, completed as a macro plate with the unusually
low number of 204. It then went to press until it was
finally cancelled on Oct. 3, 1946. Due to the long
beginning to finishing time, it happened to outlive its
twin brother — 205 — by over nine years.

A better term for the so-called "trial" plates is "late-
finished."

For those of you unfamiliar with the jargon on Table
2, "reentered" means that the design was repressed into
the plate using a roll in order to sharpen the worn
design. This plate was reentered four times, and after
each reentry it was recertified for use.

Delays between beginning and finishing plates
occurred in several instances. However, the lapse
usually did not overlap the transition from micro to
macro numerals. Consequently, with the exception of
the plates listed in Table 1, the affected plates were
completed with micro numerals and just don't stand
out.

Known 204 Notes

O'Donnell lists known 204 back plate notes in the $20
FRN 1934 mule, 1931A, and 1934A Hawaii varieties.



470	 back
307	 face

86	 face

87	 face

204 	 back

$1	 SC block KC
$5 	 SC 1934A

SC 1934A Yellow Seal
$10	 SC 1934A

SC 1934A mule
SC 1934A Yellow Seal

$10 	 SC 1934A
SC 1934A mule

$20	 FRN 1934 mule
FRN 1934A
FRN 1934A Hawaii
FRN 1934B

Table 2. Manufacture and press record for $20 small size
back plate 204 used on 1934, 34A, and 34B
FRN's.

Paper Money

I also show the 1934B as being possible on Table 2.
This is not speculation. A collector showed me one at the
1980 Memphis show: $20 1934B FRN, back plate 204,
face plate I 108, serial B01496889*.

Probably the most common printings available from
this plate are the 1934A Hawaii's.

For those of you who are on your toes, you should have
noticed that the last 204 printings ended in October,
1946, five months after Snyder took office as Secretary.
This hints at the mouth-watering possibility that there
also could be some $20 FRN 1934C 204 back plate notes.
This does not appear to be the case because Bureau
deliveries of $20 1934C notes did not start until Jan. 7,
1947. I doubt very much that 1934C $20 face plates were
being used as early as October 1946, but unfdrtunately I
didn't check those press records to verify this suspicion.
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right through the introduction of the Series of 1950A 18-
subject plates. Imagine the great mules that it could
have produced if it had been sent to press occasionally!
It had the potential of being the $20 version of $5 back
plates 629 and 637.

In another interesting highlight from these records, I
found that $20 macro back plate 330, begun July 24,
1939 and finished Aug. 4, 1939, was reentered what may
be a record 15 times! It was used from Dec. 29, 1941 until
Aug. 4, 1945. It was finally cancelled Aug. 6, 1945, and
notes from it should rank as common.

Table 1. Late-finished plates used to print small notes.

Plate
Number Side 	 Denomination Useage

A. Abad, Records Management, Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, helped me to obtain the records used to tell
this story. Chuck O'Donnell, by cataloging these
varieties, stimulated my interest in them.

Postscript

$20 back plate 202 was begun Feb. 3, 1934 and
completed Mar. 9, 1934 as a micro plate. For some
reason it was never used but it was also never cancelled
until July 26, 1955! This plate survived in the plate vault

Late finished $5 SC 1934A face plate 307 used for a
North African printing.

Late finished $10 SC 1934A face plates 86 and 87.

Date Begun: 	 Dec 21, 1934
Date Finished: Mar 18, 1944
Date Cancelled: Oct 3, 1946

Sent to Press

Apr 4, 1944
Jun 24, 1944
Jul 4, 1944
Dec 22, 1944
Mar 8, 1945
May 7, 1945
Aug 20, 1945
Apr 25, 1946
May 28, 1946

Reentered

Jan 8, 1945
Apr 21, 1945
Sep 21, 1945
May 9, 1946

Dropped
from Press

Jun 22, 1944
Jul 1, 1944
Sep 29, 1944
Jan 6, 1945
Apr 20, 1945
Aug 14, 1845
Sep 20, 1945

May 8, 1946
Oct 2, 1946

Certified

Mar 2, 1945
May 4, 1945
Apr 17, 1946
May 24, 1946
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